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We will not talk about



Nor will we talk about
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Overview

collider physics
implications of experiments, clever 
ways to test models

extra dimensions
Focus on: holographic principle
Briefly: particle implications

supersymmetry
Focus on: recent sobering results
Briefly: promising theoretical directions

dark matter
Focus on: astroparticle physics
Briefly: recent hints in direct detection

why new physics?
Focus on: hierarchy, origin of matter
Briefly: other reasons for optimism

formal theory
Focus on: duality, scattering amplitudes
Briefly: strings as a theory of other things

Size of colored box ~ proportion of US effort
Caveat: just a personal opinion!
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“There is nothing new to be discovered in 
physics now.  All that remains is more and more 
precise measurement”

-Kelvin (disputed)

1890s 1905

SR

1915

GR

1920s

quantum

relativistic quantum

non-Abelian gauge theory

renormalization
strings

holography

new particles neutrino mass
accelerating expansion

dark matter t

why new physics?
Focus on: hierarchy, origin of matter
Briefly: other reasons for optimism



Hierarchy problem

V ⇠ ↵

r
What happens at

the origin?

analog:

pro tip: singularity → something new

classical

I’m a point charge.
What’s my mass?



Hierarchy problem

V ⇠ ↵

r
vacuum polarization

(virtual particles)

analog:

quantum

behavior at origin is finite
reason for finiteness is edifying



A snowball’s chance in hell

Virtual particles contribute 
to the Higgs mass... expect 
Planck scale mass

problem: why is the Higgs light?



matter vs. antimatter
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matter vs. antimatter
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Other reasons for BSM

Images: Bullet Cluster, astronomy picture of the day. http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap060824.html
From: “Unification of Couplings” by Wilczek et al., Physics Today, October 1991
From: Mangano and Parke, “Multi-parton amplitudes in gauge theories” (hep-th/0509223)

http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap060824.html
http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap060824.html
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Fundamental physics

Energy
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Nature at short distances? 
Need to go to high energy.
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Fundamental physics

Energy

Theoretical issues:
Origin of apparent hierarchy?
Strong coupling: hard to calculate.

MPl ⇠ 1018 GeV

mHiggs ⇠ 125GeV

Better way to calculate?



Holographic Principle

Image: Lawrence Migdale / Mira Images (Mira.com, 0209A406.jpg) @ the Exploratorium museum



Holographic Principle
Things that appear large on a 2D projection are either:

large    or    close
Are things at the smallest length scales the same 
as things that are far away in an extra dimension?



Holographic Principle
Instead of a very 

quantum theory in 4D

Image: Cetin BAL via http://scienceblogs.com/startswithabang/2012/09/19/the-greatest-unsolved-problem-in-theoretical-physics/

Use a gravitational 
theory in 5D

In particular: strongly coupled, hard to calculate!



Quantum fields

Particle as a quantum field

Ripples in probability amplitude

one dimensional version

Image: http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Communication_Systems/Fiber_Optic_Systems

More wiggly ~ more energetic (heavier)
Think about Schrodinger equation!



Quantum fields in XD

“Zero mode” in a compact extra dimension

ordinary non-compact direction

compact direction φ

radial: probability
amplitude ψ

Profile is flat in compact direction
‘Wiggles’ are all in non-compact direction
... looks like ordinary one dimensional field

φ

ψ
(φ

,L
)



Quantum fields in XD

“KK mode” in a compact extra dimension

ordinary non-compact direction

compact direction φ

radial: probability
amplitude ψ

More wiggles per [long direction]
Looks like a more energetic (heavier)

copy of the previous particle!

φ

ψ
(φ

,L
)

Remark: when λ < R (radius), particles can ‘see’ the extra dimension
e.g. they can move around each other 



What does it buy us?

• Can calculate in the strong coupling limit!
The very quantum regime where our usual Feynman diagram expansion fails

• Warped dimension: can explain hierarchies
Interval extra dimension with “black holes” that redshift particles

• Application: observed mass spectrum

• Application: why gravity is weak

• Prediction: resonances of known particles
None observed! Implies constraints on warping or radius of extra dimension.



Extra Dimensions

UV IR
Higgs

Gauge Boson

QL, tR

Light fermions

Randall-Sundrum scenario



Gravity in XD

Image: http://universe-review.ca/R15-16-manyfoldu.htm (but I’m pretty sure they stole it from a magazine)



Report card: XD
Hierarchy problem

Dark matter candidates

Unification of couplings

Family replication

Matter vs antimatter

Dark energy

Formal theory

A-
C
C
B+
D
C
A
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Briefly: strings as a theory of other things



Alan Moore, Curt Swan, et al. DC Comics. Superman: Whatever Happened to the Man of Tomorrow? (1987, 1997 reprint)

“The story was an imaginary tale which told the final 
story of the Silver Age Superman and his long history.”
(Wikipedia article for “Whatever Happened to the Man of Tomorrow?”)

Supersymmetry:
whatever happened to 
the theory of tomorrow?

Golden age (1970-80s): a miracle theory! 

Silver age (1990s-00s): supersymmetric 
particles “right around the corner”

Modern age (00s-??): where’s the party?

SUSY remains the favorite 
theory of new physics despite 
zero experimental evidence.

my opinion



Usual symmetries

Translation
(including time evolution)

same particle, just moved over



Usual symmetries

Rotation
(including boosts)

same particle, just turned around



Symmetry → Spacetime
Symmetry
RotationsSpace = 

≃  Translations

Particles:    defined with respect to the symmetry
Rotations:   ‘internal’ quantum numbers (e.g. spin)

identify rotated states



Internal symmetries

Electromagnetism
(generalizes to Yang-Mills theory)

internal space internal space
same particle, just rotation in gauge space



Symmetry → Spacetime
Symmetry
InternalSpace = 

≃  Translations
Particles:    defined with respect to the symmetry
Internal:     ‘internal’ quantum numbers (e.g. spin)

            ... also electric charge



Supersymmetry

Matter particle
spin 1/2

Force particle
spin 0 or 1

Fermion

Boson

SUSY is related to spin

discrete symmetry space



Superspace
SUSY is a quantum extra dimension



Symmetry → Spacetime

Symmetry
InternalSuperspace = 

Particles come in supermultiplets

+

same superparticle, just rotation in superspace

rotations
gauge rotations

SUSY, translations, rotations, gauge 



Mathematical Interlude
Symmetry
InternalSpace = 

Space Internal =  Symmetry{
“Fiber bundle”

Mathematical construct described by 
differential geometry.  In my opinion, 
this is the natural language of physics.

Relates calculus, topology, group theory, ...



Mathematical Interlude

Space

In
te

rn
al Particles are functions 

on the fiber bundle
Internal: contains all the quantum 
numbers you would put into a ket.

Forces come from the geometry of the bundle
in the same way that general relativity is geometry

Space Internal =  Symmetry



What does it buy us?

• Gives a reason for the Higgs to be light
But 125 GeV Higgs is a little heavier than the most natural models

• Right particle content for unification!
Automatically from supersymmetrizing the Standard Model... but may have to sacrifice

• R-Parity automatically gives Dark Matter
But: non-observation of SUSY at the LHC suggests sacrificing this

• Inherits the power of complex analysis
Theoretical control gives new handles on dualities and new approaches to field theory

• Prediction: different-spin partner particles
None observed! Implies weird spectrum or high SUSY breaking scale.

?



SUSY is broken�
Q�, Q̄⇥̇

⇥
= 2�µ

�⇥̇
Pµ

Low energy: Supersymmetry

SM Particle Sparticle

 Spacetime Symmetry 
 Only extension within 

Coleman-Mandula

 Cancels mH divergence

 To date, no SUSY 
particles detected

fermions  bosons

Image: from an old version of the South Park character creator, via an old talk I gave



SUSY is broken

Low energy: SUSY breaking

SM Particle
heavy Sparticle

SUSY must be broken! 

Naturalness: broken at TeV scale 
 Higgs mass naturally light, non-zero

 Explains non-observation of SUSY partners

Natural mass is at the

SUSY breaking scale

(Superpartners too 

Massive to have been

Observed at past

Particle colliders)

SM particle Heavy Sparticle
Too light: would have found it by now
Too heavy: doesn’t explain lightness of Higgs

Image: from an old version of the South Park character creator, via an old talk I gave



SUSY is hiding



Status of SUSY vs LHC

• Nicest models of the 1990s do not survive

• May have to give up on simplicity,  
unification, dark matter, naturalness?

• Clever ideas wanted!

• ... meanwhile, still many interesting 
theoretical directions independent of LHC



SUSY Dualities
When is a particle not a particle?
SUSY dualities provide complementary descriptions
of a theory; analogous to the holographic principle.

When one theory is difficult to calculate, dual theories
can be easy to calculate.

In such dualities, new particles can
describe composite objects. This is a
realization of electromagnetic duality.

Some particles reappear as vortices or monopoles!



Report card: SUSY
Hierarchy problem

Dark matter candidates

Unification of couplings

Family replication

Matter vs antimatter

Dark energy

Formal theory

A+
A+
A+
D
B
C+
A+

B
B+
A-

2013
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Focus on: holographic principle
Briefly: particle implications

supersymmetry
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Briefly: strings as a theory of other things



Evidence

Images: http://nazaroo.blogspot.com/2012/07/disproving-both-newtonian-gravity-and.html
Bullet Cluster, astronomy picture of the day. http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap060824.html

Purely phenomenological: data looking for a theory

Can any of our models of new physics explain DM?



Sobering?

Image: from http://scienceblogs.com/startswithabang/2013/04/03/itll-take-a-lot-more-than-ams-to-find-dark-matter/

CDMS
This week



Dark Matter Searches
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underground @ high energy in the sky
direct detection

e.g. CDMS, XENON

DM in the solar system bounces
off of a heavy nucleon. Measure

the recoil energy, determine mass.

direct production
e.g. LHC

Collide protons, hope to produce
dark matter particles which fly 
off undetected: missing energy

Read from left to right

indirect detection
e.g. FERMI,  AMS

DM in the galaxy annihilates, try
to observe the remnants in cosmic

data (photons, cosmic rays)

nothing conclusive nothing (yet?) hints... large background?



Positron excess

10 GeV the positron fraction decreases with increasing
energy as expected from the secondary production of
cosmic rays by collision with the interstellar medium.
The positron fraction is steadily increasing from 10 to
!250 GeV. This is not consistent with only the secondary
production of positrons [17]. The behavior above 250 GeV
will become more transparent with more statistics which
will also allow improved treatment of the systematics.

Table I (see also [13]) also presents the contribution of
individual sources to the systematic error for different bins
which are added in quadrature to arrive at the total system-
atic uncertainty. As seen, the total systematic error at the
highest energies is dominated by the uncertainty in the
magnitude of the charge confusion.

Most importantly, several independent analyses were
performed on the same data sample by different study
groups. Results of these analyses are consistent with those
presented in Fig. 5 and in Table I (see also [13]).

The observation of the positron fraction increase with
energy has been reported by earlier experiments: TS93
[18], Wizard/CAPRICE [19], HEAT [20], AMS-01 [21],
PAMELA [22], and Fermi-LAT [23]. The most recent
results are presented in Fig. 5 for comparison. The accu-
racy of AMS-02 and high statistics available enable the
reported AMS-02 positron fraction spectrum to be clearly
distinct from earlier work. The AMS-02 spectrum has the
unique resolution, statistics, and energy range to provide
accurate information on new phenomena.
The accuracy of the data (Table I and [13]) enables us to

investigate the properties of the positron fraction with
different models. We present here the results of comparing
our data with a minimal model, as an example. In this
model the e" and e# fluxes,!e" and!e# , respectively, are
parametrized as the sum of individual diffuse power law
spectra and the contribution of a single common source
of e$:

!e" % Ce"E
#!e" " CsE

#!se#E=Es ; (1)

!e# % Ce#E
#!e# " CsE

#!se#E=Es (2)

(with E in GeV), where the coefficients Ce" and Ce#

correspond to relative weights of diffuse spectra for posi-
trons and electrons, respectively, and Cs to the weight of
the source spectrum; !e" , !e# , and !s are the correspond-
ing spectral indices; and Es is a characteristic cutoff energy
for the source spectrum. With this parametrization the
positron fraction depends on five parameters. A fit to the
data in the energy range 1–350 GeV based on the number
of events in each bin yields a "2=d:f: % 28:5=57 and the
following: !e# # !e" % #0:63$ 0:03, i.e., the diffuse
positron spectrum is softer, that is, less energetic with
increasing energy, than the diffuse electron spectrum;
!e# # !s % 0:66$ 0:05, i.e., the source spectrum is
harder than the diffuse electron spectrum; Ce"=Ce# %
0:091$ 0:001, i.e., the weight of the diffuse positron flux
amounts to !10% of that of the diffuse electron flux;
Cs=Ce# % 0:0078$ 0:0012, i.e., the weight of the com-
mon source constitutes only !1% of that of the diffuse
electron flux; and 1=Es % 0:0013$ 0:0007 GeV#1, corre-
sponding to a cutoff energy of 760"1000

#280 GeV. The fit is
shown in Fig. 6 as a solid curve. The agreement between
the data and the model shows that the positron fraction
spectrum is consistent with e$ fluxes each of which is the
sum of its diffuse spectrum and a single common power
law source. No fine structures are observed in the data. The
excellent agreement of this model with the data indicates
that the model is insensitive to solar modulation effects
[24] during this period. Indeed, fitting over the energy
ranges from 0.8–350 GeV to 6.0–350 GeV does not change
the results nor the fit quality. Furthermore, fitting the data
with the same model extended to include different solar
modulation effects on positrons and electrons yields simi-
lar results. This study also shows that the slope of the
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FIG. 4 (color). (a) Stability of the measurement in the energy
range 83.2–100 GeVover wide variations of the cuts fitted with a
Gaussian of width 1.1%. (b) The positron fraction shows no
correlation with the number of selected positrons.
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FIG. 5 (color). The positron fraction compared with the most
recent measurements from PAMELA [22] and Fermi-LAT [23].
The comparatively small error bars for AMS are the quadratic
sum of the statistical and systematic uncertainties (see Table I
and [13]), and the horizontal positions are the centers of
each bin.

PRL 110, 141102 (2013) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T E R S
week ending
5 APRIL 2013

141102-7

Image: PRL 110, 141102 (2013)
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A 130 GeV Line?

Figure 4. Upper sub-panels: the measured events with statistical errors are plotted in black. The
horizontal bars show the best-fit models with (red) and without DM (green), the blue dotted line
indicates the corresponding line flux component alone. In the lower sub-panel we show residuals
after subtracting the model with line contribution. Note that we rebinned the data to fewer bins
after performing the fits in order to produce the plots and calculate the p-value and the reduced
!2
r
! !2/dof. The counts are listed in Tabs. 1, 2 and 3.

– 10 –

Image: 1204.2797



Status

• Rise of astroparticle physics: particle 
models being tested in the galaxy

• Hard to determine DM vs background

• Still one of the best hopes for new physics

• Models are still Baroque



Report card: DM
Hierarchy problem

Dark matter candidates

Unification of couplings

Family replication

Matter vs antimatter

Dark energy

Formal theory

C
A (auto)
D+
D
B+
dropped 
dropped



collider physics
implications of experiments, clever 
ways to test models

extra dimensions
Focus on: holographic principle
Briefly: particle implications

supersymmetry
Focus on: recent sobering results
Briefly: promising theoretical directions

dark matter
Focus on: astroparticle physics
Briefly: recent hints in direct detection

why new physics?
Focus on: hierarchy, origin of matter
Briefly: other reasons for optimism

formal theory
Focus on: duality, scattering amplitudes
Briefly: strings as a theory of other things, cosmo



Effective theories

complete theory effective theory
Contains full information for many
questions, but very complicated. May 
not be possible to construct from
available low energy data.

Contains only low energy information,
but very simple! Many ways to construct.
Easy to construct from low energy data.
Usually easy to calculate.



Effective theories

quark-antiquark pair pion



Image: Sidney Harris, via the web, e.g. http://www.jokelibrary.net/yyDrawings/Physics3.html

an effective theory isn’t always trivialized



effective ≠ trivialized

UV IR
Higgs

Gauge Boson

QL, tR

Light fermions

Holographic principle

SUSY dualities between
particles and extended objects

both of these can be realized 
and understood in string theory



String Cosmology

“Until recently, string cosmology was the marriage of
a field with no predictions and one with no data.”

String theory
Theory of everything or theory of anything?

Cosmology
unites the largest and smallest scales

unique vacuum? framework for new dualities

Shamit Kachru



Scattering Amplitudes
hout | ini

+ permutations of 1,2,3

Image: hep-th/0509223

6 gluons: 220 diagrams, tens of thousands of terms
+ many more quantum corrections

annoying:
lots of redundancy

... coming from 
gauge invariance!



Scattering Amplitudes

Images: hep-th/0509223, 1212.5605

(We should mention briefly that it remains an open and important problem to

refine the definition of @ so that elements in @(C) are decorated with signs ±1 such

that @2 = 0 directly—not merely modulo 2.)

As mentioned above, an amazing feature of the positroid stratification is that

the combinatorial structure of the inclusions induced by @ have the property that

every positroid configuration defines an Eulerian poset—a combinatorial polytope.

Because of this, we can loosely view each positroid configuration as a region of

G(k, n) with essentially the topology of an open ball—even though such a picture is

only strictly known to be valid for relatively simple cases such as G(2, n).

In the case of the positroid G
+

(2, 4), the polytope is relatively easy to visualize.

The four-dimensional top-cell has four, three-dimensional boundary configurations;

and the boundaries of these cells collectively involve ten two-dimensional configura-

tions, etc. Starting with the generic configuration in G
+

(2, 4), we find the boundaries

defined by @ given as follows [102]:

Although it is hard to draw the complete four-dimensional polytope, its four

three-dimensional faces each define square-pyramidal regions of G(2, 4). For example,

the polytope corresponding to the configuration (1)(2 3)(4)
• • • of G(2, 4) labeled by the

permutation {4, 3, 5, 6} is arranged as follows:

– 64 –

The positive Grassmannian

new way of looking at scattering
as slices of polytopes in a complex space

features
Manifestly gauge invariant
... hides unitarity (Probability cons.)

... hides locality

but maybe this is the point?
Problem of quantizing gravity boils down to 
one of finding good observables, issues 
with locality keep popping up.

analog?
Classical → quantum mechanics
Least action principle hides causality, but it 
pops out again. On the other hand, it gave a 
bridge to develop quantum mechanics!



Report card: formal theory
Hierarchy problem

Includes Standard Model

Quantum gravity

Unique theory

Applications

New directions

incomplete
incomplete

A
dropped
incomplete

B+



Summary

collider physics
implications of experiments, clever 
ways to test models

extra dimensions

supersymmetry dark matter

why new physics?
hierarchy problem, (dark) matter

formal theory

Size of colored box ~ proportion of US effort
Caveat: just a personal opinion!

hasn’t been found!
interesting dualities

classical description of 
very quantum physics

really requires new physics!
development of astroparticle 
physics... hints in the sky?

dualities & scattering amplitudes


